
Transition:
 My Battle with the 

Beast                       
by Liz G. 

I think life was simpler when we could use 
Popsicle sticks.

   
   Popsicle sticks were a diverting solution and object lesson that led young 
minds to believe that change could be as easy as floating on a little wooden 
construction of a raft from one world to the next. After crossing an ocean or two 
on this raft, their parents could now  be called “overseas” missionaries. How 
charming. All the child had to do was understand the simple concept that “R” 
stood for reconciliation, “A” for affirmation, “F” for farewells, and “T” for think 
destination, and moving would be as simple as pie. 

   How perfect for the little kids who built their RAFTS and added glitter, while the 
parents cried and stressed and booked plane tickets and learned new  languages 
and were forced to give up their dearly held routines while their realities were 
shaken from the roots up. 

 But there comes a time when Popsicle sticks are no longer applicable, and a kid 
is forced to realize that, though he will carry his favorite teddy bear and his 



imaginary friend Sammy across to Bosnia from Texas, he just said goodbye to his 
real-deal best friend Jack.

   And then, later, Sammy is forgotten and the teddy bear becomes irrelevant and 
suddenly everything is up in the air again, including the family who is returning to 
Texas on a 747.

   After having sat in on 21 classes and seminars on the subject, I know  what Iʼm 
talking about. I know which scenarios get to people the most, Iʼve heard plenty of 
testimonies on change, and I know  at least four acronyms and models that 
describe the human processes when oneʼs earthly treasures are suddenly 
stripped away, and he or she is called to leave everything and go to the land God 
has called him or her to. I know  that Abraham did this, and that Daniel was a 
TCK, and that Esther had a purpose in a foreign land. 

I walk down the street dragging my suitcase from Spring Trip chatting, with a 
classmate as the ugly cold wind irritates my faces and toes. Rain always falls in 
movies on the day when the protagonist is depressed and boy, what perfect 
timing it had today.

“Yeah!” says Ku Won. “Two weeks and I go to Korea!” He grins.

19 days.

“When do you leave?”

“19 days,” I say. He looked surprised. “June 9th I leave.”

“Then June 3rd is my last day to see you.” He sobers. We exchange sad 
looks. June 3rd is the last day of school, and I really donʼt want to think about that 
right now.

   I walk in the door of my house and see where all the furniture had been. I 
wander down the little aisles of borrowed tables set up in the living room that are 
piled with loads of junk I barely remember ever seeing. Itʼs set up for a garage 
sale and Iʼm thinking “Iʼm not ready for this. Not today. Iʼm not mentally prepared.”



   But the question is, are we ever mentally prepared? Will my move be easy 
because of those 21 seminars? Duh, no. I am an expert on it, I could teach a 
class on it, except for one small problem and that is, Iʼve never done it.

Iʼm talking about Transition. Yes, the word that holds all the power, that seems to 
topple us so completely just by controlling one tiny phase in our lives. You can 
spend your whole life battening down the hatches and still, it catches you 
surprised and confused, wondering why moving had to be this hard. 

   As I write this I keep getting up to handle calls from SOS and our crisis 
manager, as my mom is lying in bed with some form of something unidentifiable 
that is not hepatitis A, B, or C, but turns her bright yellow. Itʼs no wonder sheʼs 
sick and exhausted, for the two of us have been battling in spiritual warfare for 
the past two weeks as the phones break and the toilet leaks and I have to pass 
final exams and finish up things at school. On top of all that, Dad is gone in 
America for the past few days because his dad, my grandfather, my momʼs 
father-in-law, has passed away and left my dear grandmother alone in a large 
house in Atlanta.

I came in from a jog yesterday (which is rare) and my mom was still on the 
couch. 

“I just got off the phone with Dr. Robinson,” she said slowly. “Iʼll be going to 
Hong Kong.”

   I sat down on the other couch, not sure what to say. Her worst fear had been 
confirmed. I watched her open and close her eyes and breathe in and out. It 
begins to hit me that in spite of the fact that she has probably taught many more 
than 21 seminars and is much wiser than I am, her transition has been officially 
ruined by a higher power.  She will be evacuated to Hong Kong and spend a 
week there, while precious time ticks by. Dad and I can pack up the house, but if 
she leaves, her due date for goodbyes will slap her in the face and throw off her 



whole RAFT. A great chunk of her farewells, preparations, and time to think has 
been suddenly removed from the picture. Disappeared. Wiped blank. Iʼm sure 
she would do everything right in this phase of transition if she would just be 
allowed to have it.

“I donʼt doubt the Lord,” she said a minute later. “Itʼs His plan for these 
things, and His plan is good.” She sighed gently. “But it makes me sad.” As I sit 
there and run my hand up and down the air con unit, I think we both seem to get 
it now, about transition being unconquerable and unfathomable; we just didnʼt 
think it was going to be this hard. 

   But our God, of course, can conquer and fathom everything. And of course, this 
up-and-down experience is perfectly tailored to me, my pride and my 
expectations, my feeling of inadequacy and reluctance when forced to depend so 
hard on the prayers of other people. So obviously, there are obvious lessons to 
be learned. 

   But besides the typical response of “God turned my life upside down in a new 
way, and I have learned lessons X, Y, and Z through this experience, and though 
it was hard I wouldnʼt go back and change it,” I think Iʼm on my way to discover 
more. Sure, the above is a good reaction to times of hardship, but well, I canʼt do 
that yet because Iʼm still in the phase of hardship and learning, and anyway it 
gets confusing because Iʼm always trying to predict what lessons God is going to 
make me learn before I learn them...

I think what Iʼm trying to say is this:

   I walk out to where it is, the great beast. 

Transition towers over me with giant eyes and dripping fangs, its claws extending 
the length of forearms, and its head the size of a Smart Car. Its eyebrows are 
shaggy and terrifying. I raise my shining sword and—

Put it down.



   “You!” I say. “Listen. I donʼt care about it being hard. Iʼm fine with my move 
being hard and painful. But one thing I want is…letʼs be friends.”

   Transition growls at me, very, very puzzled. I take a breath.

   “Everyone talks about you like you are so not a happy experience and I get 
that. But my relationship with the Lord is one that focuses on enjoying life 
together, me worshipping him for little blessings and for hard lessons, and now 
that Iʼve learned all the acronyms and helpful tips  to try and fight you…I…want to 
have fun with you instead. Can we team up?”

   The mist swirls around my feet and his mighty paws. I stare at him longer and I 
still donʼt think he gets it.

   “Youʼre not Satan, beast. Youʼre just Transition. And I would have you know that 
I am the adventuress in my fairytale, who will do all I can to stop him from 
spoiling my fun.” I sigh and pause a moment, then say more softly: “Do you want 
to be my friend, because I think I need help believing that all this change can 
possibly be adding to the adventure.”

   Miss transition expert Elizabeth G. is not invincible, and not self-dependent. 
“But he said to me, ʻMy grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect 
in weakness.ʼ Therefore I will boast all the more gladly about my weaknesses, so 
that Christʼs power may rest on me. That is why, for Christʼs sake, I delight in 
weaknesses, in insults, in hardships, in persecutions, in difficulties. For when I 
am weak, then I am strong.” (2 Corinthians 12:9-10) And the strength He has 
given me here and now  is to walk side by side with Transition and say “Bring on 
the storm and send me the adventure, and I will glorify God in it.” Praise Him for 
that, right?


